In this paper, a new method for motion target detection by background subtraction and update is proposed in order to modify the deficiencies of the traditional detection methods. In this scheme, the dynamic threshold can make up for the shortcomings of misjudge by fixed threshold background subtraction so as to extract most motion pixels. The local background updating strategy based on double threshold counting can promptly update background and overcome the shortcomings of the traditional background updating methods. The morphological processing method is applied to remove various noises to polish the image edge. The experimental results show that the proposed method has the low computational complexity, and can well detect the motion target under the very complex background.
Introduction
Intelligent vision analysis has been one of the key technologies in intelligent environment, security monitoring and human computer interaction. Detecting moving objects is the basis of this technology [1] [2] . Detecting the moving objects relative to the whole image is the major task of it. Detecting moving objects is the foundation of other advanced applications, such as target tracking, targets classification and target behavior understanding.
The major three methods of detecting moving objects are optical flow, frame difference and background subtraction. Optical flow makes use of optical flows properties that moving objects change over time, and it suits for the static and dynamic background. However, due to its complex computation and the poor anti-noise performance, the special hardware is needed in real time processing [3] . The frame difference, or time difference, extracts the motion regions by the threshold of time difference in adjacent frames' pixels. The advantages of this method are the insensitive to the change of light, fast background update and good adaptive performance. But it can not detect the moving object which has a large size and identical inter color background subtraction is based on the comparison between input video frame and the background to detect the moving objects, or foreground [4] . The major method are median filter inear prediction, single Gaussian background model, mixed Gaussian background model, kernel density estimation, etc [5] . These methods are easy and fast. But there are still some problems. The major external condition is the low detection accuracy due to the change of light and the noise. The inherent limitations of the method are hollow space, streak phenomena, stretched moving objects, etc.
At present, hundreds of papers about the algorithm of detection and extraction of moving objects are published every year. There is still no general segmentation theory now. Existing segmentation theories are limited for special problems. For practical application, background subtraction is widely used. This paper improves the general background subtraction and background update methods. The new detection method for the moving objects combing background subtraction with background updates is proposed. Experimental result shows that this algorithm has low complexity and good detection performance under complex background [6] [7] [8] [9] [10].
New Detection Algorithm for Moving Objects
This paper proposes a new detection algorithm combining background subtraction with background update. The flowchart of this method is as Fig.1 . Firstly, we compute the gray-level difference GRAY(x,y) of present frame CF(x,y) and background frame BF(x,y). And then we can judge whether it is a moving pixel or not. If it is a moving pixel, the local background update based on double threshold counting is used to determine whether to update the background. At last, we apply repeatedly morphological processing to remove noise 
Background Subtraction
The basic principle of general background subtraction is to subtract the gray-level value of the present frame from the correspondent background. In the situation of little change of background luminance, if the correspondent pixel's gray-level value is lower than the thresholding, the object is considered to be static. Otherwise, the region is considered to be dynamic and marked. The location of the moving object can be obtained based on the marked regions. The general background subtraction uses the pixeldependent time difference and fixed threshold in present frame and background frame to extract the motion region, just as the formula 1 and formula 2 shows:
Where CF(x,y) denotes the gray-level value of present frame, BF(x,y) denotes the gray-level value of background frame, GRAY(x,y) denotes the absolute value of the difference between the present frame and background frame.
Dynamic Threshold Background Subtraction
Applying fixed threshold will bring two problems. Due to the little difference of pixels inner moving objects, the fixed threshold brings the hollow space, and the excessive threshold is easy to misjudge the motion region as static region. The too small threshold is opposite. This paper proposes a new dynamic frame difference algorithm, that is time is used as parameter in threshold:
Where the ' denotes the introduced dynamic threshold, denotes the fixed threshold, t denotes the time and t is less than ,the initial value is . When the pixel CF(x,y) is dynamic:
Where FPS denotes the frame rate of video. From the threshold curve in Fig.2 , when a region is considered as dynamic, the threshold changes to the 20 percent of fixed threshold. After that if the postorder-detection judges the region to be static, the threshold becomes large quickly. The advantage is to detect more dynamic pixels, but it will bring the streak effect just like noise. The noise can be removed by morphological processing, and the hollow space can be filled at the same time.
Mathematical Morphology
Mathematical morphology consists of a group of morphology algebraic operators. Its basic calculation includes dilation, erosion, open operation and close operation. They have special features in thresholding image and gray-level image. Mathematical morphology is a nonlinear filter. It operates the thresholding image at first. The thresholding image is taken as a set and detected by a structure element. The structure element can translate in the image and performed join and intersection and operations. It can be used to remove the noise, extract the feature, detect edge, segment image, identify shape, analyze texture, recover image, etc [11] [12] [13] .
1) Dilation Operation
We denote A and SE is the set in Z 2 , Ø denotes the blank set, A is dilated by SE, and we denote it as A SE. denotes the dilation operator. Erosion is defined as:
This formula shows that the first step of dilation is the mapping of initial point. Next step is the translation of x. A eroded by SE is that after translation SE has at last one nonzero element. The formula above can be rewritten as follows:
Identical to other morphology processing, set SE is considered as structure element. Formula 6 is not the unique definition of dilation. However the definition above has an advantage that the structure element SE is direct when taken as convolution mask. Although the dilation is calculation based on set, the convolution is an arithmetic operation. The mapping of initial point and the continue translation on A in SE is similar to the process of convolution.
2) Erosion Operation
We denote A and SE is the set in Z 2 , A is eroded by SE, and we denotes it as A SE, it can be defined as:
3) Open and Close Operation
The dilation has an effect to enlarge the image while the erosion has an effect to shrink the image. We can perform special image processing based on these two features. For example, the different order of the dilation and erosion operation can form the open and close operation. For image A and structure SE, A SE denotes the open operation, it is defined as:
A SE =(A SE ) SE (9) A SE denotes the close operation, it is defined as:
A SE =(A SE ) SE (10) Open and close operations are dual operations. Open operation can be used to smooth the outer edge of image. Close operation can be used to smooth the inner edge of image. Utilizing open and close operations can remove noise. We use hall video clip in the experiment, the result is shown as the following figure: Figure 3 . Simulation results of frame 198 for hall video Fig.3(a) is the background frame, Fig.3(b) is the 198th frame. Fig.3 shows the result using fixed threshold =30. We can find that some dynamic pixels can not be detected. Fig.3(d) is the result of improved dynamic threshold background subtraction. The initial threshold =30 and most dynamic pixels are detected. The noise is removed by the morphology processing, the binary mask with clear outline is show in Fig.3(e) .
Background Updates Method
Background subtraction can detect the moving objects before static background. But in practical application, the background will change, such as the changing of light, the motion of local background, the new background of moving objects becoming static. Then we should update the background in real time. There are two principles should be obeyed. The background model should have enough speed of reaction to the changing of background, and it also should have the high anti-interference ability.
The general background update methods are multi-frame average, selective updates, etc. Multi-frame average is easy while the computation is complex. It performs poor in large number of moving objects and slow moving speed. Selective updates method adapt to the changing of light. However, if the light changes severely, or the light changes in the whole image, this method consider the whole region is moving and the update is not performed. What's more, this method could be affected by the selection of threshold. This paper proposes a dual threshold counting local background update method based on the basic principal of selective updates.
Dual Threshold Counting Local Background Updates Method
The basic idea of the new method is as follows. Firstly, we set a small background updating threshold and a counting threshold .
is a time-dependent function. And then we add two matrices. One matrix is to store the pixels' gray-level difference of the former frame and the background. The other one is to count the number of pixels' former frame-background frame and present frame-background frame gray-level difference which is lower than the threshold. That is the computation of the pixels' gray-level difference GRAYf(x,y) in the present frame, and then we compare the absolute value of the difference of GRAYf(x,y) and GRAYf-1(x,y) to . (11) When the number of frames fulfilled the above conditions is larger than , the corresponding and adjacent pixels in current frame are used to replace the background pixels. The operation is shown in Fig.4 . The experimental result is as follows: From Fig.5 , we can find that a suitcase was put on a chair (Fig.5(b) ) in 110th frame. And the suitcase is considered as background (Fig.5(c) ) successfully in 206th frame (Fig.5(d) ). In order to further verify the accuracy, we set one of the pixels above the suitcase as a testing object. The experimental result is shown in following figure: Figure 6 . Update process of blackground pixels
The figure above shows the gray-level value variation of the pixel. The x axis is the number of frames, the y axis is the gray-level value. We can find that the pixel changes in 110th frame and it updates to be part of the background in about 200th frame. This verifies the result in Fig.5 .
Simulation Results
We use hall video (FPS=30) to verify the innovation points in this paper based on MTALAB 7.0. The parameters are =30, =5, =3*FPS. Following are the experimental results of 116th frame (Fig.7 ) and 209th frame (Fig.8) . The current frame
The blackground frame
From the experimental results we can find that, the background frame ( Fig.8(a) ) updates in 209th frame. After dynamic threshold background subtraction and repeated morphology processing, the random noise and introduced noise by the improved dynamic threshold background subtraction are removed. The edge of motion region becomes more smooth and clear (Fig.7(e), Fig.8(e) ). 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new detection method of moving objects combining background subtraction with background update. The dynamic threshold background subtraction detects most of the dynamic pixels. The dual threshold counting local background updates method can update the local background in time. Finally, we apply 6 times of morphology processing to remove the noise and smooth the outer edge of the image.
